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This decision pertains to an appeal filed with the
Environmental Board by Berlin Associates, Ltd. (Permittee)
on October 7, 1986 from the July 8, 1986 decision of the
District #5 Environmental Commission denying the Permittee's
request to include on its two entrance signs at the Berlin
Mall a section on which to place changeable letters.

An Administrative Hearing Panel convened the hearing on
November 13, 1986, in Montpelier, Vermont with Acting
Chairman Jan S. Eastman presiding. The following
participated in the hearing:

Berlin Associates, Ltd. by John Kilmurry, Esquire
Andrew Keck

The Hearing Panel recessed the hearing and visited the
sites of the two mall entrances on November 13. Subsequent
to the hearing, the Permittee submitted photographs of the
signs with changeable letters taken from various locations
on Route 62 and Fisher Road. These photographs have been
entered into the record as Exhibit #5, A-F (Fisher Road) and
Exhibit #6, A-K (Route 62). On April 8, 1987, the Panel
issued a proposed decision and the parties were notified of
their right to present written objections or argument to the
full Board. On May 6 the Board convened a hearing in
Northfield, Vermont to hear oral argument from the
Applicant. At the hearing the Applicant submitted three
large photographs of the mall entrance signs as they exist
now at both entrances to the mall. The Board admitted these
photographs into the record as Exhibits #7, 8, and 9.

After the hearing, the Board conducted a deliberative
session, reviewed the proposed decision and the exhibits,
determined the record complete, and adjourned the hearing.
This matter is now ready for decision.

I. PARTY STATUS

On October 31, 1986, the Board received an Appearance
and Clarification Request from Andrew J. Keck on behalf of
Citizens for Vital Communities (CVC), in which Mr. Keck
requested party status for CVC in the appeal and raised
issues of the effect of signage on traffic at the mall
entrances. At the hearing Mr. Keck requested that his
clarification request be treated as a cross-appeal under
Criterion 5 (traffic) or, if the Board were to deny the
cross-appeal, then he would seek party status under Criteria
8 (aesthetics) and 9(K). c- f : :: ,;’ pl “&!.- ‘_, ly _
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The only issue under appeal here is the Commission's
July 8, 1986 Order that denied the Applicant's request for
the two pylon signs at the entrances to the mall to include
a section for changeable letters under Criteria 8
(aesthetics) and 9(K). The underlying permit (#5W0584-2-EB)
is not at issue in this proceeding; the time for filing
motions with respect to that permit, issued on January 23,
1985, has long since expired. The Hearing Panel therefore
denied CVC's cross-appeal under Criterion 5. After
reviewing the petition from CVC (Exhibit #4), the Panel also
denied Mr. Keck's request for party status for CVC under
Criteria 8 and 9(K), because the Panel did not believe that
CVC could materially assist the Board on those criteria.
The Board hereby affirms the decisions of the Panel with
respect to the cross-appeal and the party status of CVC.

Mr. Keck was permitted to make a statement as a
resident of Montpelier who is personally affected by the
aesthetics and the effect upon public investment of the
signs under Criteria 8 and 9(K).

II. SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

On January 23, 1985, the Environmental Board issued
Land Use Permit #5W0584-2-EB to Berlin Associates, Ltd.
That decision approved certain revisions sought by the
Applicant to a retail shopping mall proposal to be located
adjacent to Vermont Route 62 and Fisher Road in Berlin,
Vermont./l/ Condition #31 of the permit required the
Permittee to submit to the Commission for its approval,
prior to its occupancy of the mall, a revised entrance sign
design. Accordingly, the Permittee submitted a design for
the sign on June 2, 1986. The proposal was for a sign 15
feet in height above existing grade with a maximum width of
2 feet, 8 inches. Recessed fluorescent fixtures would
illuminate the aluminum, bronze-colored letters BERLIN MALL,
which would be one foot high. The proposal included a
section on each sign for changeable 7-inch high letters to
be located in three lines below the mall identification
sign.

The Commission approved the proposed sign design except
for the portion containing changeable letters. It found
that that section of the sign would fail to satisfy the
requirements of Criteria 8 and 9(K) of 10 V.S.A. 5 

/l/ The original shopping mall proposal was approved by
the Board in Land Use Permit #5WO584-1 issued April 13,
1983.
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The sole substantive issue on appeal, therefore, is
whether the changeable letter section of the signs which
have been installed at both the Route 62 and Fisher Road
entrances at the Berlin Mall comply with Criteria 8 and
8(R).

1.

j 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Developers Diversified, of Cleveland, Ohio, is the
general partner at Berlin Associates, Ltd., the
operator of the Berlin Mall.

The signs as approved by the District Commission are
installed at the entrances to the Berlin Mall on Route
62 and Fisher Road. Each sign has an aluminum sheet
metal cap painted white. The letters BERLIN MALL are
one foot in height and are bronze-colored aluminum.
The letters are set against painted white plywood.

Below the mall identification letters is another
section of painted white plywood with anodized aluminum
channels designed to hold changeable 7-inch high
letters on three lines. If three lines were used, a
total of 14 square feet would contain letters.

The letters would be made of a hard plastic, rigid
material and would be the same style as the mall
identification letters currently on the signs.

The lighting for the changeable section of the sign
consists of hidden fluorescent bulbs which are already
installed in both the signs.

A sign with changeable letters is a marketing tool
intended to draw shoppers into the mall. Such a sign
would serve two purposes: (1) to identify special
events that occur within the mall, such as bake sales,
boy scouts, and high school cheerleading events; and
(2) to promote community events that occur outside of
the mall.

Route 62 is a limited access facility. The entrance
off Route 62 was designed as the main access of the
mall. The sign at that entrance is visible only when
stopped at or passing through the traffic light that
controls the turns into and out of the mall.

The entrance on Fisher Road is across from several
medical office buildings and close to the entrance to
Central Vermont Hospital. A considerable amount of
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traffic goes past the sign and turns in and out of the
several entrances to the medical office buildings and
the hospital. Any letters on a sign there have the
potential to be visually distracting.

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

While appeals to the Board from decisions of district
commissions are de novo, this appeal must be considered in
the context of a long history of proceedings and appeals.

The District Commission denied the applicant's proposed
revisions to its mall proposal in Land Use Permit #5WO584-2
under criterion 8. Its denial was based upon its conclusion
that the removal of a tree buffer would have an undue
adverse effect upon the aesthetics and natural and scenic
beauty of the area. The applicant appealed the denial to
the Board.

During the course of the appeal proceedings, the
Applicant revised its proposal in several respects in an
effort to resolve concerns raised by other parties which
were the basis for the Commission's denial of a permit under
Criterion 8. The parties filed a stipulation with the Board
and the Board accepted it and incorporated it into Land Use
Permit #5W0584-2-EB,  issued on January 23, 1985. In order
to mitigate any undue adverse effect of the project upon the
aesthetics of the area, the Board imposed specific
conditions that required the implementation of a
comprehensive landscaping plan: restricted tree cutting,
excavation, or grading in certain designated areas;
prohibited disturbance of the wetland area located on the
project site; required erection of a snow fence to protect
the wetland and the existing vegetation; required compliance
with the approved building facades elevations and foot print
of the mall structure; required prior approval of the
exterior security lighting plan; limited the amount of
exterior lighting that may be operated when the mall is
closed; and specified the number of signs on the building
identifying mall tenants and restricted the height of the
letters on these signs. The Board also allowed only one
externally lighted, free standing identification sign at
each of the two mall entrances and required (in Condition
#31) that "prior to the installation of any exterior
sign on the mall, the specific details of the sign including
size, method of illumination, color, and materials, shall be
submitted to the District Commission for review and
approval."
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Through these permit conditions, the Board was
attempting to effect a compromise between the interests of
the developer in building a mall and the interests of the
public in preserving the aesthetics and natural beauty of
the area. The conditions of the permit clearly express an
intent to allow only the minimum amount of intrusion upon
the landscape necessary in order for the mall to exist
viably and to be identified to the public. To this end, the
Board allowed signs at the two mall entrances, but these
signs were clearly solely for the purpose of identification
of the mall. Allowing a section for changeable letters on
the signs is contrary to the Board's intent to minimize the
visibility of the entire project. This kind of advertising
is contrary to the overall intent of the conditions under
Criterion 8 which were clearly designed to mitigate the
inherent intrusion of the mall into the scenic and natural
beauty of the area.

For the reasons stated herein, the Board hereby denies
the request of the Applicant to use changeable letters on
its two pylon mall identification signs located at the two
entrances to the Berlin Mall.
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v. ORDER

The appeal of Berlin Associates is hereby denied. The
Applicant is prohibited from installing changeable letters
or adding any words other than those necessary for mall
identification to the signs at the two mall entrances.

Dated at Montpelier,
1987.

Vermont this 13th day of May,

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

Acting Chairman
awrence H. Bruce, Jr.

Elizabeth Courtney
Arthur Gibb
Samuel Lloyd
Roger N. Miller
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